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discliamer:  he says.. I'm not a neuroscientist... he's a geneticist.

his interests : evolution and  development

Autism and Develop Delay:

1/50 births afflicted with moder/sever DD and 1/100 with autism...

strong genetic component 50 to 60% from family and ID twin studies.

but GWAS (genome wide assoc) has uncovered v. few...

where's the rest?


he started looking for rare variation:
big deletions, duplications, inversions...


CNV = copy number variation...


hotspots of CNV


many blocks of ident  100kb  regions...  kb = kilobase

mom and dad find one another by homology...
so  id sequences create  trouble  

cuz  cud have  100kb  region that is duplicated on the chromosome  1Mb  away eg.
chromose 7 has huge numbers of these... he shows forked blue lines showing id copies...


sl:   photos of kids with   DD=develop delay...  3/4's are mediated by probs like this

he shows a deletion with 500kb....   de novo event in germline of a partic parent.


bulbous nose... happy child.... microchild.

explains .2 to .3% of   DD.


3Mb megabase deletion....   none  are inherited, all de novo....

v small kids........

this was an early home run... but then probs with thesis...

next... 3rd row of photos... milder retardation...

same genetic def. in  .2% of schizo  and  in inher epilepsy...

highly penetrant... some de novo...

chromoso 16  400 kb  deletion...  Girirajan  nat gen  2010...

but some kids  severely affected, some mild:  some cataracts...
this one... exclus. inherited  (carrier parent)

never before seen a deletion of this size being inherited.

8 of the 9 carrier parents  had neuropsych problem  (as opposed to 1of 9 in our non-car. parent)

simple model:    a  "two-hit  model for DD...
1st hit causes  neuropsych,  2nd hit... causes DD...

mainly micro deletions...

multiple variations  at multiple sites in heterozygs... may explain this...


oligogenic CNV model


perhaps  1)  one parent has (mother)  mutation inherited by proband...
2) if second hit...  de novo  deletion eg.. then DD

****
look at whole genome...

compare  all kids...
controls have only  8% of kids  have > 500 kb CNV  
but 25% of  patients will have that  CNV  burden...

he believes  that the normals are prob. NOT truly normals!  just not detected yet.


rare... but colelctively common CNVs  may contrib a signif fraction to  neuropsych disease...
dosage/ dosage imbalcne may create disease...

probalby   large CNVs account for 14% of intellectual disabiity and 6 to 7% of ASD = autism spectrum dis.

sucks in terms of id  of individual genes  (cuz... these deletions/ variation can be almost anywhere)


but how abt  smaller genenes that cause loss of fxn  (gene killers)


****

hypothesis 1:

look at simplex autism  (ie  only ONE  proband in family tree)

200 to 250 families  (from Simons  collection of data)

frame shifts, stop codons, etc.  (loss of fxn mutations)

but may be 500 to 1000 difft genes involved  (even tho’ 18 genes were involved at least once...)

where did new mutation come from...
42  paternal events  (80%... dads  are bad news)
only 9 maternal events.

advanced paternal age...   does matter...  p = .008

but rho only 0.193

from  age 25 to agge 55 is  about 2 fold  (age of dad);

the bad genes were 39% par tof a protein protein interaciton network

nonsense, splice, frameshift, deletion, missense...

highly interaconnected pathway  with p < .001

his student also look at unaffected siblings  (75 unaff. sibs)  showed NO enrichment in this pathway.


beta-catenin/CHD8 pathway... strongly implicated for  CHARGE syndrome...


affects a struc compenent of adherens junction coupling radial glial cells in the ventric zone...

problem:  500 to 1000 genes that are affected in autism...  first need to discover them...


MIP = molec inversion probes...

put into Illumina seq.


did this expt:

O’Roak  in Science 2012...

2446 families  look at each proband

found 27  new de novo mutations

60% of those = 17  were nonsense, frameshift or splice site..

so  10 fold  increase  killer genes...

8 of these 17 were de novo  CHD8  mutaitons  (0.3% of autism)

when  CHD8 gets killed, it causes disease (he thinks)


and others  GRIN2B  3 of 4
DYRK1A  3 of 3

and TBR1  3 of 3   all of these  are genes that killed function in those genes...

CHD8 is assoc with enlarged heads...

DYRK1A  is assoc with Downs Syndrome...


*****


validation of the autism protein network...

16 of 17  genes  werea part of this netowrk  (Brian.. his student.. was right)

****

Hypothesis 2...  inherited variation...

try to id  small CNV .


his student Krumm... used  PCA to get rid of  first 10 to12  components  and removed them...
remove systematic data...
one  32kb  region emergs...  in an exome...


there are quantit scores  of autism...  SRS  social responsiveness score...

eg  score  >  60 to 70 would really be consdiered signif...

student  went back to families to compare prob and sand sib ...

ALL the difference  was seen in families with  big SRS diff btwn  proband and unaff sib.


what kinds of gnes...

lots of genes  tat affect synaptic  pathways...


****


large CNVs  =>  de novo...

conclusion:   new autism genes we id’d:
dyrk1a,  chd8,  tbr1,  frin2b and pten...



multiple genes affected;  sometimes  mutiple genes affected in a single proband...


critical to prove pathogenicity... (eg not observed in controls)

he thinks we’ll be able to id  subtypes of autism...  have families reassessed that have
dyrk1a and chd8....


2007  big pie of ASD  with couple of slice out

now in 2013;  some big slices isolated...

60 to 70% of autism has a genetic basis...


periods of time in devel  when brain is exquis sensitive...  affects trajectory of development..


Brian O’Roak    has own lab now (see his lecture, also)
Nik Krumm



